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Chinese 12th Month (3 Jan to 31 Jan 2022)

Great feeling to take out my own calendar and
use it. Cannot value this satisfaction. Explore

Investing Destiny is more than just about making
money, we want to protect our wealth, create

value and enjoy the life we want.



It's time to prepare, plan and get ready for 2022 Tiger year.

Last 30 days before we move to tiger year.

Chinese  12th month is a month with "double good element

and double challenges" energy, meaning everyone of us has

an angle with double good energy and one angle with

double challenges, so take a look whether it falls into your

"Money" or "self" box.

If the "double good element" falls into your Money or Self

box,  it can mean ; 

1) you can spot good opportunities, and/or 

2) your stock(s) in your portfolio may move up;

BUT

As mentioned, tiger year is arriving soon, so even "double

good element" falls into your Money Box, its good to be

cautious, know your 2022 formation and plan ahead. 

Experiences taught me that Tiger year energy can start to

flow in during the last 4 to 6 days of Ox year.



Been mentioning about 2022's 武曲忌 - "Big money star

with challenging energy", want to remind again about its

meaning :

It means some investors may/can suffer losses which they

have never experienced before. But nobody can predict

whether this challenging formation can lead to a market

crash or not. We can only remind ourselves to be careful

and take precautions to protect our own investment

portfolio, avoid challenging months, and wait for month(s)

with good $ energy.

If you have "Big money star + challenges" in your 2022's

Money box, you may want to consider to stay low profile

and/or reduce your usual exposure. But if you are very

confident with your many years of investing experience

and can work peacefully with your destiny, then do act

smartly and carefully.

Always know what you are investing, and invest within

your own limit.

Let's revise again, in Investing Destiny Ziweidoushu :

武曲 (Wu Qu) = Big money star

禄 (Lu) = money = good $ element

忌 (Ji) = challenges/issue/problem 

武曲忌 = lose money/spend money/financial issue



So, it depends where is your 2022's 武曲忌. 

If it falls into your Money box or Self box, it can affect you

directly.

If it sits in your Siblings/friends box, it means that your

siblings and/or friends can suffer financial losses or they

can bring financial issues to you.

武曲 (Wu Qu) can also mean lung, injury, action, but we

won't discuss about it because Investing Destiny is about

investing and wealth protection.

Understand it, and work peacefully with it.

Have a healthy, peaceful and meaningful 2022 Tiger year.

 



ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS

I am sharing Investing Destiny concepts and
knowledge based on Zi Wei Dou Shu theories.

This is not about predicting the market. You are
advised not to take action based on the above,
and understand that every investors have your

own unique Investing Destiny timing and
energy. Always understand and figure out what

works & do it within your limit. ~ yipei
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